The Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities The Hebrew University of Jerusalem cordially invite you to a Joint Conference on

Orality and Literacy XIV: Textualization

Program

Sunday, June 20, 2021
Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities 15:00 - 19:00
Opening Session
Greetings
Chair: Rahel Zuckerman, Organizing Committee
Keynote Lecture
Chair: Rahel Zuckerman-Aspermont, Tel-Aviv University

Monday, June 21, 2021
Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities 09:00 - 11:00
Session I: Linguistic Aspects
Chair: Hannah Rosén, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Aaron Kasler, York University Textualization and Distraction in Early New Testament Writing
Ronalda Blankenburg, Radboud University Den Bosch: Phoneme in Textualization – Phonetically Preserved Sound Patterns
Rodrigo Venera, Complutense University of Madrid How a Map Can Be a Literary Text of a Conversation – Evidence from Plato’s Dialogues
11:15 - 11:45 Coffee Break
11:45 - 12:45 Session II: Material Culture
Chair: Benjamin Isaac, Academy Member, Tel-Aviv University
Raymond F. Parson, Jr., Ohio Northern University Textualization across Media: A Case Study Based on Person Reference in Text and Material Culture
Teddy Fassberg, Tel-Aviv University Opening Objects as Texts
Manon Gardel, University of Utrecht Textualizing Democracy and the Elusive Hero
12:45 - 13:15 Lunch Break
13:15 - 15:30 Session III: Homer and Herodotus
Chair: David Schmidt, Bar-Ilan University
Elizabeth Meinecke, Australian National University Moving Towards Textualization: Evidence for Poetic Preparation in Homer
Massimo Giampietro, Università degli Studi Roma Tre Textualization in Hypóboles? Reconsidering Rebuttal in Greek Epic Poetry
Ruth Eckerd, University of Michigan Words and Diaspora: The Difficulties of Textualization
15:30 - 16:00 Coffee Break
16:00 - 17:30 Session IV: Early Poetry
Chair: Deborah O’Gara, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Deborah Beek, University of Texas at Austin Synops, Lyric, and Biography: Textualization as a Mode of Thought
Jan Harlaftis-Kosmopoulou, University of Leeds The Transmission of the Theogony Tradition as a Memetic Cultural Practice
Amanda Adam, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem Phonemic Oral Poetry: The Missing Link
16:00 - 17:30 Session V: Greek Prose
Chair: Jonathan Price, Tel-Aviv University
Greetings
Brena Usner, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Skyla Donald, University of Bristol Between Orality and Textuality: Epigraphical Letters and Early Jewish Literary Prose
Christopher Hadad, Oxford University From Education to Epigraphics
Gil Yehoshua, Tel-Aviv University Between Law and Panhelleny: Court Proceedings as a Source on Language: Shape and Lineage
17:45 - 18:15 Coffee Break
18:15 - 20:45 Session VI: Textualizing Historical Figures
Chair: Jonathan Cotte, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Ir-Kwan Si, Cambridge University Early Greek: Tymnical Discourse and the Textualization of the Tyman
Margaret Finkeur, Academy Member, Tel-Aviv University Textualizing Herodotus. Part 2: Heron
Lisa Center, Harvard University Textualizing Historical Figures in Cerius’s Dialogues – Dynamics and Ambiguity
20:45 - 22:15 Coffee Break
22:15 - 24:00 Session VII: Textualizing Popular Traditions
Chair: Joseph Gerber, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Daniela Durr, Bar-Ilan University Textualizing Map Geographies in Classical Antiquity
Daniel Woolf, Freie Universität Berlin Textualizing Anecdotes: Written Orality and Natural Narratives in Late Early History of Rome
Sonia Pernicka, Australian National University The Kaly and the Sargim: Textualization and the Fables of Bellerophon
24:00 - 06:00 Event in Jerusalem, Mount Scopus Campus

Saturday, June 22, 2021
Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities 09:00 - 11:00
Session VII: Between Text and Performance
Chair: Yan-Ren, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Daniel Anderson, Country University Early Writing Mediterranean Performance
Lucas Berger, Adam Mickiewicz University Oral Design in Pseudo-Alexander: The Context of Relational Performance
Alexander Kirshenblatt-McConnel, Harvard University Roads to Things with Letters: Textuality and History in Oral Performance
11:15 - 12:45 Lunch Break
12:45 - 14:00 Session VIII: Late Antiquity
Chair: Andrew Breeze, Bar-Ivan University
Han Botta, The University of Adelaide The Late Antique Context – Fix, Fluid or ‘Fugitive’? Use of Written and Oral Sources
Chika Milne, University of Calgary From Literacy to Orality and Back: The Complex Textualization of Late Neoplatonic Lectures
Hannah Shanks, University of Göttingen Establishment and Composition of the Zonaras Legal Garant After the Muslim Conquests
14:00 - 15:00 Coffee Break
15:00 - 17:00 Session IX: Textualization and Religion
Chair: Say Gracemac, Academy Member
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem and Oxford University
Judit Radulov, University of Antwerp Oral Patterns in the Greek Reformation
María Martí, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem Presencing or Creating Orality in Text? The Semiotics of Bugs and Radio Antennas
Elena Multoni, Ludwig University The Voice of the Written Word in Masculine
17:00 - 18:30 Coffee Break
18:30 - 20:00 Session X: Textualization and Religion
Chair: Daniel Sperber, Tel-Aviv University
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem and Tel-Aviv University
20:00 - 21:30 The conference will take place at The Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, Einstein Square 43, Jabotinsky St., Jerusalem and at The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Mount Scopus Campus
The event will be streamed live on the Israel Academy website: www.academy.ac.il and on Zoom by pre-registration

Concluding Remarks
Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Mount Scopus Campus

The lectures will be in English. Please wear a mask. The event will be streamed live on the Israel Academy website: www.academy.ac.il and on Zoom by pre-registration.